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Introducing Prestige Property

Mansion Australia Weekend is written and edited by Lisa Allen, and includes “Trophy Homes Around the Nation” by Jonathan Chancellor as well as news stories on the luxury housing market and syndicated content from Mansion Global highlighting homes around the world. Mansion Australia also provides market analysis and the top five highest priced sales of the week.

Poll push for prestige homes

For Sydney

For Sale:

View: Contact Agent

Agent: Stuart Davies

4 3.5 3+

Introducing Prestige Property

Poll push for prestige homes

Changes proposed by the Co-Director of Architects Housing Awards

A classic Georgian Manor

A classic Georgian Manor

Hooked on the house

Hooked on the house

Dinnigan tees off on city site

Desirable

Available Advertising Inventory

M4x8 (Medium Strip)
Type 124 x 372mm

M4x4
Type 124 x 184mm

M4 x2
Type 124 x 90mm

54% Social Grade A or B
1.5m Average Value Of Business Decisions
92k Have $250k+ Household Income
51% Tertiary Educated
1.9m Readership
73% More Likely C-suite
$532k Average Value Of Investments
175k Over $1 Million In Investments
267k Property Purchase Intenders
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